Zero Trust Research Project (ARMZTA) Meeting Minutes
05-31-2023

• Participants
  o Dr. Waleed Farag (PI)
  o Dr. Soundarajan Ezekiel
  o Dr. Xin-Wen Wu
  o Drew Rado
  o Jared Giesen
  o Kurtis Johnson
  o Samuel Rocco
  o Lynn Munro
  o Nathan Metzger

• Meeting started at 11:00 am
• Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on May 25th, 2023

Main Points:
  • Progress report
    o Drew – Continuing work on finalizing the paper and finalizing reflections.
    o Jared – Provided answers to the assigned questions on risk assessment and is finishing revisions to the literature review and reflection.
    o Kurtis – Discussed assigned questions on collaborative machine learning and some reflections on applying collaborative machine learning to our model.
    o Samuel – Provided answers and reflections toward his first two assigned questions in zero-trust architecture.
    o Lynn – Provided initial reflections on the literature review on risk detection.
    o Nathan – No assignments in this project.

Discussion points
  o Students should update Dr. Ezekiel on any progressions before the meetings.
  o Agreed on the project starting scope of a small to medium sized corporate style LAN.
  o Bring visual aids such as a document or slideshow with a few talking points to meetings to assist with your progress report.

• Tasks:
  o Finish revisions to your papers as soon as possible.
  o Explore the possibility and viability of securing additional machines and setting up a LAN network in 305.

Adjournment at 1:00 pm
Next meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 6th at 10:00am